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I N TC~ D U C T ION

(L) WHOIS A DIRIDroR?

The definition section of the CompaniesAct does a

poor job at defining whoa director of a companyis, if ind~ed the relevant

provision therein maybe called a definition. The section provides that a

director

"includes any person occupying the position of director by what-
ever name called." 1

While it is sumi tted that this definition is rather wide and lacks in

precision by the very nature of it's width,it operates to include any

person whose work, duties and obligations to the companyand shareholders

is like that 0' a companydirector,notwi thstanding the fact that such a

nameas 'Councillors' might have been used.

It is a deeply rooted fact that a companyis a distinct legal entity

from the members.'2~ommonsense however dictates that it is an artificial

person and can only act through the agency of a natural person. The distinct

legal entity principle is a recent development.Until the end of the 19th

century,it was assumed that the general meeting was the company,directors

being no more than mere agents of the company,subject to the control of the

companyin general meeting. Today, this is neither the law nor the fact.The

directors and membersin general me:eting are the primary organs of the
, A I

companybetween whomthe company's powers are divided. The proposition that

it was thought_directors were mere agents of the companyis well illusrated

by the' case of ISLEOFWIGHTy TAHOURDIN3,whe~eit was said,

"Directors have great powers and the court refuses to interfere
with their managementof the company's affairs if they keep
within their powers,and if a shareholder complains of the
conduct of directors ••• the court says to him,go to a general
meeting and if they agree with you,they will pass a resol~tio1!t
obliging the directors to alter their course of action."

This is no longer the position because the directors are the mind and will
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of the company,they are the brain, and the memberscan not rush to a

general meeting and pass a resolution "obliging directors to alter their

course of aetion" 5. They are not.

"servants to obey directions given by shareholders as i~vid~s
••• directors are not, I think, bound to complywith the directl.ons
even of all the corporators' acting as individuals, 'they are not
agents rbPpointed .@yand bound to serve the shareholders as
their principals" ~

Ria Lordship then expressed his strong view to the effect that an::r other

construction but that would be disastrous"because it would lead to an

int.rference by a me~emajority~1

The TABOURDINcase is not in conflict with this view,that was the law at

that time. The present law was enunciated in AUTOMATICSELFCLEANSING

FILTERSYNDICATECOMPANYv CUNNINGH~.TheCompany'srelevant article

provided~':."!that,subject to such regulations as might be madeby extra-

ordinary resolution, the managementof the companyshould be vested in the

directors,who might exercise all the powers of the company,whichwere not

by the company's articles or the companies Act expressly required to be

exercised by the companyin general meeting.The articles empoweredthe

directors to deal with any property of the companyas they thought fit·.

At a general meeting,a resolution was passed by a simple majority of the

shareholders for the sale of someof the company's assets,with directions

to the directors to carry out the same.Thedirectors' opinion was that

the sale of those assets would be prejudicial to the companyand did

not follow the directions of the shareholders. The issue was whether the

directors were bound to complywith the decisioD of the shareholders.

It was held that the articles constituted a contract under which the members

had agreed that the business of the companywould be directed by the

companyand the companyalone. They could not curtail the samepowers they

had given without alteration of tha articles of association. Their power is

such that the resolutions of the general meeting does not bind them,the



general meeting is not the will and mind of the company,the directors are,

and later cases have followed this trend.

In JOHNSHAW& OONS(SAFORD)LTDv PETERSHAW& JOHNSHAWt 9, the powers

to managethe company's affairs was vested in the directors. As one of the

incidents of management, they decided to commencean action for and on

behalf of the company.Thegeneral meeting passed a resolution opposing

commencementof the action. It was held the resolution by the general

meeting was a nulli ty ~LordJustice Greer was of the opinion that

tlCertain powers m~ be reserved for the shareholders in general
meeting. If powers of managementare vested in the directors,they
and they alOJllecan exercise these powers.The only way in which the .
general bodYof the shareholders can control the exercise of the 10
powers vested ••• in the directors is by altering the articles ••• "

The hierachy, if indeed we m~ call it that) seems to start from the

shareholders,:Board of direetors and Managingdirectors at the top.The

Board of directors is not allowed to give and take power from a

managingdirector at their whimsand fancies.

In ELLISv BAILEY& CO. (E.A ) LTD11,the Board of directors appointed a

managingdirector whomthey later dismissed by a resolution at a meeting

they had convened in the absence of that managing director. The dismissal

was held to be a nullity.

It is for the purpose of never mistaking the directors' big powers

that the companies Act also reinforces the part the directors play in

the managementof the company•.Article 80 Table A provides that liThe

business of the companyshall be managedby the directors ••• ",and this,

it is submitted, is in conformity with the law and the decided cases. The

arms of the companyare the directors,and it follows that a companymust

have directors if its affairs are to be run at all"The Act provides that

"Every company,(other than a private Company)registered after the
appointed day shall have at least two directors,and every company

O(\e... 12
registered before the appointed day shall have at least"director." •



Apart from that one provision,the Act is curiously mute on the appoi-

ntment of directors.The provvision that
"The names of the first directors shall be detemined in
writing by the subscribers of ~e memorandum of association
shall be the first directors."

does not do much in the way of showing one how directors are appointed.
Sometimes,such a determination is impossible.In such cases,

"The signatories to the .emorandum of association shall be the
.. 13the first directorso"

EVen though the Act is not of much help as concerns the appointment
of future directors after the first ones,power to appoint
subsequent directors is usually exercised by members in general
meeting by ordinary resolution. Appointing them at the general meeting
is "One of the rituals of the Annual meeting" 14 Each appointment of

a director must be voted on individually except in the case of a
Private Company or unless the meeting agrees unanimously to include
two or more appointments.15 Resolutions in contravention of this
provision are void.

(ii)ELLIGIJ3ILITY
The Act provides for who is and who is not elligib1e to be a

company director. It provides that
"No person shall be capable of being appointed a director of a
company •••if at the time of his appointment he has not attgtned
the age twenty one or he has attained the age of seventy,,1

This provision is obsolete and ought to be amended. The electoral law.
of the land have allowed all persons of eighteen years and above to
voteoThe traffic Act allows any persons of eighteen years and over to
hold driving 1icences.The provision is,it is submitted,behind times.

Section 188 operates to disqualify
IIAny person who has been declared bankrupt or insolvent by a
competent court in Kenya or elsewhere and has not received his
discharge"
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to become a director of a company.lf one has been adjudged bankrupt
by such a court and contravenes the provision by taking part in the
management of a company,either directly or indirectly, the Section
provides that

"He shall be liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
two years or to a fine not exceeding ten thousand shillings

or to both."

A curious decision was reached in 'AWOON v AFRICAN CONSOLIDATED LAND

AND TRADING COMPANY17.An article provided that a director should

vacate his office if he became bankrupt.A YJ1'. Thompson had been

appointed director notwithstanding the fact that he was an

undischarged bankrupt;It was held that this did not prevent the.

appointment of a bankrupt to be a director. In his judgement,

Lindley M.R said,

"It was said that the shareholders did not know that he was an

undischarged bankruPt/md our attention is called to \' a
clause that a director vacates his employment if he becomes
bankrupt,but that does not apply ••• ,the shareholders(could)

18if they chose •••appoint Mr. Thompson."
It is submitted that this case was wrongly decided and a dubious

authority,if an authority it could ever be.lt flaunts the provisions

of the Act and devies the business morality that was aimed at by

Section 1~, business morality which is that if a man can not take

care of his own affairs,he is not competent to take care of the affairs

of hundreds of men and women. nsofar as the decision contravenes the

statut,f!, it is not an authoritYolt would be futile to have one vacate

office as a director and then appoint the same person director.

It follows from the nature of his work,as he will be called upon
.

to keep proper books of accpunts,and inter alia h exercise care and

skill that insanity will operate to completely disqualify one from
being a director of a company.This can hardly be called a peculiar~ity

in company law. Insanity will· disqualify whoever stands in a fiduciary

relationship to another,and the principles of the law of agency will
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will apply. 19

From the discu8sion above,it is clear that directors are powiful

and influential persons in the mana,iementof a company.They are the

machinery that make the wheels of a comp~~ turn and hence the protection

afforded to them both by the CommonLawand statute. Their powers however,

great as they are, are not absolute.It was imperative to discuss

their powers before we turn to the examination of their duties as the

two &0 hand in hand.The duties of a director to the companyform the

subject matter of this paper.We shall first endeavour to determine

whether the CompanyDirector is an agent or trustee,which determination

will lead us to deal with his duties in accordance with the finding

whether he is an agent or a trustee.
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Ci) AGENT OR TRUSTEE ?
Of

11 ItA y

We have seen that, a company, a creature of law)is an artificial

person and can only act through natural persons.Such persons are

directors.Of the company and directors, it has been said,

"The company itself cannot act in its own person for it has no
person,it can only act through directors,and the case is, as
regards those directors merely the ordinary case of principal
and agent. '11

"/hile his wrdship's vie'f was that mere rules that control agent and

principal would apply, it is to be observed frn~ authorities and
opinions of company law scholars,pa~t and present)that this is not

really the case.It has, for example, been felt that directors are not

only agents,but they are in some sense and t~ qome extent trustees or

in the position of trustees.2 This is in conformity with the decision
reached in AUTOVlATIC SELF CLEANSING FILTER SYNDICATE v cm~HINGHAN3 t

Lord Collins M.R said,

"No doubt for some purposes directors are agents.For whom are they
agents?You have no doubt,in theory'and in law,one entity,the
Company,which might be a principal, but you have to go behind
that when you look at the particular position of directors.
It is by consensus of all the individuals in the Company that
directors become agents and hold their right as agents.,,4

It may be noted that it is only for some purposes that directors may
be considered as agents.One consequently asks oneself, what about for

all purposes?The answer is that they have been at times held to be

trustees and at some other times to be agents;in fact some emminent

company law writers have asserted, tentatively though,that directors

are trustees and that their duties can only be explained on this basis.
Professor Gower disputes this view and sajs that such an analogy is
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is purely historical.He writes that

"Prior to 1884,most joint stock companies were incorporated and
depended for their validity on a deed of settlement vesting the
property of the company in trustees. ,,5

Thus in GRIMES v HARRISON6, the directors of a building society were

held liable for breach of trust while the actual trustees escaped liability

only because they had acted ministerially relying on the instructions

of the directors. The other reason that has tempted courts in the past

to regard directors as trustees may be explained by looking at the

courts of equity which have always regarded anybody standing in a

fiduciary relationsh p to another as a trustee indiscriminately. Yet,

the historical explanation has not been sufficient to deter scholars

even today from regarding directors as trustees.Berle for example

feels that

'~anagers to~ay function more as princes and ministers than
merchants. 'i1-

The same author is of the opinion that the only way by which this

state of affairs could be checked is by setting down rigorous rules

they would have to comply with,analogous tm those of trustees.Dodd,in
his article quotes a Hr. Young:

"I conceive my trust ••.•to be to seettto it that the capital which
is put into this concern is safei"(l)

for fear that like a director,he might be tempted to use his position

to exploit those whose capital has been invested in the business.8

It is submitted that regarding directors always as trustees
of the company would be misconceived in today's commercial world.lt

is not denied that,
"In the early cases, a director's role was identified with that
of trustees.He was subjected to the same rigorous fiduciary
discipline in order to ensure the performance of his office
solely in the interes~ of the corporation ••• ,the trust analogy
was not a happy one."

It has never been a happy one because of the obvious differences between

a director and a trustee strictly so called.While they deal with the

\
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t f fJt,. •proper y 0 the company or the assets of the same, ~ne Trustee analogy
9.

is not far fetched. It is when we turn to the duties of care and skill

that the analogy breaks doym completely.Broadly speaking, the duties

of a trustee o~ a will or marriage settlement is to be cautious and to
avoid any possible risks to the trust fund or property. The director of
a company,unlike a trustee, carries on a speculative business in an

attempt to earn the company more profits.Furthermore,a trustee is the

legal owner of the trust property.ln a company, the property belongs
to the company and to the company alone.The writer does in no way deny
that directors are in some cases, as elaborated above,trustees.But when
he is entering into contracts for the company,which we think constitutes

a considerable bulk of his duties,he is just an agent for his company,
the principal.

In RE CITY EQUITABLE FIRE INSURANCE COJI1PANY~O, Romer J, at page

426 said,

""It has been said that directors are trustees. If this means no
more than that directors in the performance of their duties
stand in a fiduciary relationship to the company,the statement
is true enough.But if the statement is meant to be an indication
by way of analogy of what those duties are,it appears to me to

b~ wholly misleading. I can see but little resemlance between
the duties of a director and the duties of a trustee."

Along line of cases however ahows that directors have at times been

regarded as trustees and sometimes as agents.As indicated earlie~ on,
modern scholars, for t; example Berle and Dodd feel that a revival of

the trustee analogy would be beneficial to the company.Our intetion

at this juncture is to examine when directdlrs may be regarded as L .~.

trustees and when they may be regarded as agents, although on the other

hand it has been asserted that directors are in no sense trustees.·f I

rfuen directors have been held to be agents of the company,it

is the case more often than not that it is the company as a distinct

legal entity that institutes the proceedings and not the shareholders,

treating the directors as trustees of the property they have entrusted
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in their h~~ds.Lord Selbourne's word·
y

in G.E RAIL Co. v TURNER 12

are notably clear in this respect,and reveal a two-fold character

of directors.
"The directors are the mere trustees or agents of the company
trustees of the company's money and property,agents in the
tzansactions which they enter into on behalf of the company."

Thus it is the function they perform at a given time that determines

whether they are agents or trustees,but any time they deal with the

assets of the company which have come into their hands or which are

under their control, they c', are .ctrustees, and any time they enter

into transactions on behalf of the company they are agents.

The scope of the paper does not allow us to examine the role

of a director as a trustee of a marriage settlement or will,but

rather as a trustee of a company's property which puts him in a

fiduciary position as a trustee properly so called.

(ii) FIDUCIARY DUTIES.

The word 'fiduciary' has its roots in the latin wo rd 'fiducia',

whose translation is trust,'fides' means faith and 'fideles'

means faithful.It is from these latin words the phrase~fiduciary
fjduties comes from. Whenever fiduciary duties are established,good

faith will be in issue.

The fiduciary duties of a director to the company are identical

to those of any other fiduciary.The bulk of such duties are extensively

elaborated in works of trusts and agency.13

For the authority of < directors to bind the company, they must

act collectively as a board, but the duties of good faith are owed by (

each individual director,and not by the board collectively.It has long
been decided that it is not to the shareholders that the duty is owed

but to the company and company alone~In the case of PERCIVAL v WRIGHT 14
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it was held that directors could purchase shares or make any negotiations

for the sale of shares or company's assets without first disclosing it to

the shareholders. To that extent only, it may be said, subject to their

rights (which are not the topic under discussion ) the shareholders may
be exploited by the Eoard of directors at Board :r.1eetingsthrough resolutions.

This is because, as explained elsewhere in this paper,it is what the directors

think are the best interests of the company and not what t

the court may think were the best interests of the company. I do not feel

ready to ~ily believe that it would not be easy for a bunch o! directors

"to convince the court that what they did was, in their opinions ,in

the best interests of the companyyhence their totally disregarding the

shareholders and consequently,a possibility of their being exploited.

In the introduction to the paper,an attempt was made to indicate
that directors are powerful officers of the company,but we have just

indicated that as far as fiduciary duties are concerned,just like

trustees,the duties are strict. ~ey must at all times act honestly and
~

use reasonable diligence in the discharge of theAof their office;but

"Good fa ith,Uke fraud refers to the posture of a party engaged
in the process of bargaining ••• ,it signifies the truthfulness.,,15

But it has been held that coJts will ordinarily be satisfied if it is

shown that the directors have behaved like honest businessmen would in

similar circumstances.An homest business judgement will not be reviewed.

It has been said that :
UIn most cases,compliance with this rule is tested on common sense
principles,the court asking itself whether it is proved that the
directors have not done what they honestly believed to be right
and normally accepting that they have,unless satisfied that they
have not behaved as honest men of business might be expected to
act.,,16

Whether or not the director has e:xhibited good faith will therefore (,

depend on the circumstance~ of each particular case.17

(iii):OOTY TO ACT BONA FIDE IN THE INTEREST OF THE COMPANY
Under the present sub-heading,specific problems do arise,and in
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in particular, the meaning of 'the interests of the Company.' We

Shall turn at a later stage to an attempted clarification of the
phrase. At this juncture,all we need assert is that the director must

exhibit good faith any time he is performing duties that relate to

the company.The burden of proving mala fides lies on the proponent.

The dictum in RE SHITH FAWCErT LTD18 by Lord Greer at page 309

clarifies the proposition .His Lordship said that no ground had been

Shown for saying that the non-compliance by the directors was due to

anything else but the interests of the company.It was the duty of

those who thought that the directors had acted in bad faith to show

it.

If to be a director one has to have a share qualification, the

law realistically allows one to take one's own interests into considera-

tion.In such a case, the court only asks itself what motivated the

directors to enter into a particular transaction ( ,If
it is shown that

"The true effect of the whole evidence is that the (directors)
truly and reasonably believed at the time that what they did
was for the interests of the company, they are not chargeable
with dolus malus or breach of trust merely because in promoting
the interests of the company they were also promoting their
own. ,,18

This formulation also presents difficulties because there is no guide as

to the extent to which directors may consider their own interests,or
<,

I
J

even the extent to which he may allow the interests of another company

to which he is director influence him.More telling howevex~is the

realisation that, the orthodox test more or less breaks down completely

in relation to guarantee companies which are formed for some charitable

purpose and not for the interests of the members. Yet courts will insist

that whatever is done must be for the interest of the company.Unsatisfactory

as it is,nothing positive has been done to make the rule more realistic.
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It is also evident that there is the need for courts to make this

clear especially in a count ry like Kenya where the interests of the

workers is said to be paramount to other national considerations. It
is submitted that for such a change,the whole economic sructure would
have to be changed, because our mode of production is capitalistic and

the decisions of the courts have invariably been in favour of others

other than the workers s~ictlY so called. So while we feel that there
is need for some changes,we feel as well that the present economic
structure is not conducive to such changes.

(iY)ME.ANING OF "INTERESTS OF THE COMPANY"

A director is expected to act reasonably in his own judgement

and not the court I s judgement. "Interests of the company" would

the~ore seem to be objectively determinable. In a case that never
reached the courts18 an attempt was made to define the phrase. The

inspector for the Board of Trade believed it meant that directors

must act in the interests of the

'!"Shareholders present and future, balancing a long tenn
t'lview against the short-term view of the present members."

Whem directors are members by virtue of their having shares, their

acting in the company's interests does not, preclude a consideration

of their own interests .It is a trite observation that there are two
elements that appertain to the rule.The one is objective and the

other is subjective,objective because it is the interests of the

company that \.,illbe considered and subjective because they,> )

(the directors} must act bona fide.Our concern here is only with
"}-

the objective element.That~is actually the interests of the shareholders

that ought to be paramount is borne out by the Savoy Hotel Controversy
20and the case of GREENHALGH v ARDENE CINElIlAS,where the company as a

whole was said not to be a purely commercial entity distinct from
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its members.It has sometimes been felt that even the members ought

to be included in the definition of the company as a whole,but the

curt "Such is not the law,,21 by PIowman C.J discourages further dis-

cussion.
As argued elsewhere in this paper,the present writer is of

the view that the interests of the members of the company ought to

be considered. If that is not the law,as indeed it is not,a country
Ih

that is developing like Kenya ought to consider~changing of the
law so as to cater for those interests of the members. There does

not seem to be any hope of changing the law in the near future

because our mode of production is,as indicated earlier o~purely

capitalistic ,and thOb who are in a position to initiate

such changes are more often than not, the ones who would not want

such changes because they want to protect both themselves and

their property.

c..v)PROPER PURPOSE

Directors can only exercise the powers for the purposes the

same were given.If they exceeded those powers,their acts would be

ultra vires and those acts would not bind the company. What they do

must at least have been contemplated by the articles. Apart from

exceeding their power a,some acts by them may be declared void
because of some illegality or because the act itself is contrary
to public policy.In PH~~CEUTICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAINv

v DICKSON & Al1'OTHER22,a Society was formed for the purpose of

safeguarding and promoting the interests of the members in their
exercise of the proffession of pharmacy.The society purpo~ted to pass

a resolution by a mere majority that new pharmacies would have to

be situated in physically distinct premises.On its being challenged
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the court held that it was null and void as it amounted to a

restraint in trade ••

What the court looks at is whether or not the articles
contemplated the acts complained of , the legality of the acts

in relation to public policy) and the honesty of the directors in

the perfomance of the acts. This will determine whether or not

the directors used their powers for a proper purpose.It is not
far-fetched to say that this principle of proper purpose is

also vague' and it is upon courts to come out wit~ a more concrete

formulation.~mch more so is the fact that it is even more
uncertain in a country like Kenya.

It is manifestly clear throughout this part of the discussion

that the fiduciary duties of directors revolve aroun4 the concept

of good faith.
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CHAPTER TWO

D UTI E S 0 F CAR E AND SKI L L.

(i) COMMON LAW RULE

It has been stated by Bexan P.A that the goals of modern large scale

business are high managerial incomes,good profits,a strong competitive
position and growth.1

"The big corporation is like the proffessional gambler, who
takes care that the odds are in his favour ••• ,it approaches
a new development with care and circumspection and does
notrake a final commdtment until the relevant investigations
have been carried out. ,,2

The company can not,as indicated earlier on,act for itself since

it is an artificial entity ,and consequently it is the directors
who are,as it were,the gamblers,who approach business with care

and circumspection.

It has been stated generally that a director has a common

law duty to exercise reasonable skill and diligence in the
discharge of his dutj:es,and this is in confonni ty with the

foregoing quotation.Except for the reasonable man's test,3courts

have been lax to formulate a rule of universal application in this

respect. All that is asserted is that the duty is relative and will

depend on each particular transaction entered into by a particular
director. The laxity has led courts to some obviously inappropriate

decisions.
In RE BRAZZILIAN RUBBER PLANTATIONS i ,a company had five

directors. One of them was absolutely ignorant of business,the

second one was seventy five years old and was des cribed as

"very deaf". The other three were fairly able businessmen. Acting

on false information which they did not even try to verify, they

entered into a contract to purchase some rubber plantations.~~ey

had been cheated as to the acreage of the plantations and the

buildings on the plantations. They were held not to be liable.
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The decision is not a good one because the losses that the company

incurred could have been evaded if the directors had tried to

verify the information that led them to enter into the con:tract.

They were judged on their ignorence which led them to enter into

the contract,hence our Bssertion that this position of affairs

could lead into some not very pleasing decisions.In giving judgement,
the court stressed ~~at directors would be judged on their

knowledge and experience.

In this respect, the most authoritative and pursuading case
is BE CITY EQUITABLE FIRE INSURANCE C01VIPA1-rr~ Investigations into

a company's affairs in the course of winding up disclosed a shertage

in the funds. The shortage was due to the fraud of the managing
director for which he was convicted and sentenced.The liquidator

sought to-make the other directors, all of whom had acted

honestly throughou~liable in negligence.This was because if the
other directors had inquired into the items that had facilitated

the fraud,they would have discovered it quite early.They were held

not liable because of a clause absolving the directors from all

liability except for wilful default.

This decision does not seem to be in total conformity
with the RE BRAZIL CASE, discussed above. From the set of facts,

it is hard to get convinced that with similar facts to-day the

court would reach the same decision. This is so because of the
provisions of The Companies Act,which provides that

"Any provision whether contained in the articles or in
any contact with a company or otherwise,for exempting
an Offi&r of the company or any person employed by the
company •••indemnifying him against any liability which
•••would otherwise attach to him in respect of any neglig-
ence,default,breach of duty or breach of trust of which

he ma~ be guilty in relation tothe company shall be
void.

It is submitted that this provision is subject to the provisions
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of the same Act which empower a court to absolve such officers

under certain circumstances.Such are the provisions of 8.402 (1)
which are that

"1£ in any proceedings for negligence, default, breach of
duty or breach of trust against an officer(of a company ora person employed by a company as auditor whether he ~s 0
or not an officer of the company) it appears to the court
hearing the case that that officer or person is or may be
liable in respect of the negligence, default, breach of

duty or breach of trust, but that he has acted honestly
and reasonably, and that, having regard to all the
circumstances of the case, including those connected with
his appointment, he ought fairly to be excused for the
negligence, default,breach of duty or breach of trust,
that court may relieve h~, either wholly or partly, from
his liability on such iar.rmsas the court may think fit ,"

This provision then is the only one that could save a director from

liability in a situation where there has been a breach.Our opinion
is that the court wou.Ld hasten more to absolve him from liability

than find him liable.

In the RE CITY EQUITABLE case, the judgement of Romer J.
formulated what standards of care would be expected of a director.
He need not exhibit a greater degree of skill than may reasonably

be expected from a person of his knowledge and experience.The test

to be applied is therefore,as indicated earlier on,both objective

and subjective.It would then be absurd and indeed fallacious to

expect,for example, a director of an insurance company to

exhibit the skill of a doctor.A director is not expected to be

a specialist or an expert in the strict sense of the wordJunless
he has been appointed in view of his specialist qualifications.

An ordinary managing director's duties will therefore more often

than not be radically different from those of an expert director.

We have deliberately condensed his Lordship's three

propositions.From the foregoing,it is clearly conceived that "

it would be quite futile to formulate a rule that would adequately

cover all situations where directors might seem to have breached.
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It has sometimes been felt that this rule is not really apt.

If for example,a Board of directors was composed of elderly and

eccentric gentlemen, who ,through their own lack of care lead the

company into liquidation,it is appalling that they will escape
liability just because by their standards, the act or omission was

reasonable.It is accepted that if the misfortune arises out of .

a director having delegated his functions to an officer he had no
reason to suspect of inefficiency,he is absolved from liability.
In SHONOWO v ADEBAY07,i t was said,

"A director of a company is not expected to fill all the
positions of the company •••he is entitled to rely on the
judgement of responsible assistants"

Yet ,:,fue:-maxim'\delegatus non potest delegare"applies to them. 8

Since it is settled that a director may entrust some other officer

with his work,it can only be concluded that it is the articles
that give him that authority to delegate,since the Act is silent

on that particular issue.Prima facie,a director is not supposed to

delegate.
Secondly,it has been felt that the common law ought to

recognise the office of a director as a professional one requiring

particular skills and abilities.It has been sugeested for instance

that there ought to be provisions covering the director's duty of

care designed to allow courts to develop standards basee on an

objective yardstick because
"As the business world comes to expect higher standards, the

law should develop in step.vfuat has handicapped legal
development so far has been the failure of the courts to
recognise that directing is becoming a proffession with
developing standards of expertise.rr9

The common law position may be explained by examining the facts of
business life. Some companies do not show any division between

management and ownership as is the case in large corporations. In
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small companies,directors are in practice more or less partners in

the loose sense of the word.lt is not realistic to speak of am

implied warranty of fitness or skill when referring to such

directors because their abilities and shortcomings wi~ often have

been known to their associates from the inception of the business.
The public at large is not owed any warranty of fitness of directors

either.lf the public at large wanted to know the duties of directors

of a certain company,then the law provides that the public is
supposed to have constructive notice of a company's public documents.

Such documents can be perused at the Companies registry in Kenya on

payment of two shillings and fifty cents at the registrar's office.

The one question that gives some unease is why the duties of

care have not been made more stringent than they are .The answer lies

in the fact that the care required of a director is commensurate

with his responsibility and renumeration.Ofcourse this lack of
stringency does 'not dispense with the duty to give reasonable
attention to the affairs of the company.

(ii)UNDER STATUTE.

The Act makes no mention of the standard of skill required of

a director in the discharge of his duties. This is left to" the
courts to determine.The duty of care falling under statute will

be more restricted than that demanded under the common law.This is

because precision ". in the standard is not possible due tm the
rule's obvious subjectivity.We tentatively suggest that the rule

could hardly be expected to be above that formulated in the

HE CITY FIRE INSURANCE case .If a director relies on advice of
a company's official,as indicated elsewhere,he will be fully absolved
from liability.10At page 486 of the case cited above,Halsbury L.C

'~r.Corey was deceived by his own officers, •••the business
-of life ould not go on~f peop~e could not trust those whoare put ~n a pos~t~on or ~rus~.
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The statement is clearly compatible with what was ruled in the

ADEBAYO case.

An examination of the cases discussed under the t",o heads

shows some inconsistency where allegations of lack of care have been

made against directors. It has for example been observed that the

BE RRAZZI case lays down the proposition that if a direct0r is

ignorant he is to be judged by that ignorance and not any other

standards.
We submi,t that if there is an area in company law that lacks

precision and definite formulation , that area falls under the duties

of care of a director of ac company. -; We may perhaps console

ourselves ,,,iththe fact that some other areas of company law) as yet

untouched are not that unclear.

nf
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CHAPTER THREE

CONFLICT OF ID'l;Y AND INTEREST

The law of trusts forbids the trustee to act in any way that
might bring about a conflict between his duty and his interest.A director

is,as we have seenJa trustee for so long as he deals with the company's

property or assets,and he is therefore also precluded from any

undertaking that might have his duty and his interest conflicting.

The Companies Act requires a director to disclose any interest he
might have in any contract with a company or firm with which the

company of which he is a director is contracting. If a futur~ cont~ct

is contemplated,then he is supposed to disclose at the e~iest
possible moment.1 He is not even supposed to take part in voting

for a contract in which he has an interest.2

The Cohen Committee of England was for the relaxation of the

rule,but this was subsequently rejected. It is therefore an inflexible

rule and it has been observed that

"A director of a company is precluded from dealing,on behalf
of the companywith himself,and from entering into engagements
in which he has a personal interest conflicting,or which may
possibly conflict with the interests of those whom he is
bound by fiduciary duty to protect.,,3

It is to be observed that a conflict of duty and interest in fact
is not the test to be applied.If a director simply placed himself

in a position that may potentially generate a conflict between

duty and interest,he would be held liable.He OU@1t not to place

himself in the path of temptation.Furthermore,a director may not

use his position so as to make some personal gain without both the

assent amd knowledge of the company.

(i) SEaREr PROFITS Jl"JAl)EWITHOUT RATIFICATION :BY JlJEIvrBERS;THE

REGAL HASTINGS DECISION.

Any kind of secret benefit·, obtained by a director by

virtue of his positmon renders him accountable to the company for
the value of that benefit.The only way by which he may evade liability
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is either by disclosure or ratification by the general meeting. If in

dealing with a certain co~pany A it is discovered that a director
)

made some secret profits,he will be liable to account for those

profits.If it transpires at the time of discovery of those secret

profits that he had also as a matter of fact made other such profits,

not in company AIbut also in company Byhe ,.".illbe liable for those

other profits as well.4 It then follows that before and after the

discovery of the breach, the secret profit he got by virtue of

his employment is accountable to the company.

The rule being strict, a director is expected to disgorge any

benefits.If it appears likely that by having that secret profit

the company might have benefitted, such a likelihood is disregarded.

The rationale for this was stated in BRAY v FORD5. Lord Herschell

said;

"Human nature being what it is, there is a danger of a person
being swayed by interest rather than duty.It has there~ore
been deemed expedient to lay down this positive ruleo"

The rule is;
"An inflexible rule and must be applied Lnexo rab'Ly' by this

court which is not entitled,in my judgement,to receive evidence
or suggestion or argument as to whether(the company) did

not suffer."?
A director is totally forbidden to place hiself ,not just ,.".herethere

is a conflict,he is forbidden to place himself in a position where
a conflict between his duty and int;erest; mJ."t9.l(; OCCl..Lr'.J0J28 B Jonk

it clear that wn.etheT OT not the company could and actually did

benefit from the director's act should not be and is neveT a ~oint

in issue.The director's saving clause in the rule is that ratification

by members in general meeting indemnifies him.
The leading case in this branch of directors' duties is

REGAL (HASTINGS) LTD v GULLIVER? ,whose facts were as follows:-

A private company wished to expand its cinema business by acquiring

two other theatres for the purpose of eventually selling all the
three as a going concern.The owners insisted on a personal guarantee
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from the directors unless the paid up capital in the newl.y formed

subsidiary was above a certain amount.The company was unable to

meet this demand and the directors did not want to give a personal

guarantee,so a new course of action was devised.The company took

up 4~ and the directors took up 60% of the paid up capital of

the new subsidiary.The directors controlled the majority mf the

shares intbe company,. but either ignored or neglected to

ratify the arrangement at a general meeting. All the shares of the

company and its subsidiary were at a later date sold at a profit.The

new controllers caused the company to sue the old directors for the

profi ts made on the sale of the shares in the subsidiary .It was never

in dispute that the directors had not acted i od faith.It was never
alleged that they had appropriated an opportunity which the company

might have taken for its own advantage.Holding the directors liable,

the court said that they occupied a fiduciary position to the

appellant company and were liable to repay to it the profits they had

made on the sale of the shares.

"Their liability in this respect does not depend upon a breach
of duty but upon the proposition that a director must not
make a profit out of property acquired by reson of his
relat~onship to the company to which he is director, •••
What the directors did was so related to the affairs of
the company •••that what they did resulted in a profit to
themselves. 1110

The only observation that might be made here is that, just as the no-

conflict rule has established,ratification absolves a director from

liability. The construction of the articles may also operate to absolve

the director from liability,in other words the construction of the

articles might be such that a contemplated action against the directors

is legitimised.Disclosure and ratification will however be ineffectual

if the directors did not act in good faith.

The rule has been applied by East African courts.In OVERSEAS

FINM~CE CORPORATION LTD v CHAPMAN11, the court was at pains to
explain that the doctrine was in no way confined to express
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trustees.Any one in a fiduciary relatiQship would be subject to it.

Due to its rigidity, the rule has not found favour with

everybody. The dissenting judgement of Loltd Upjohn in PHIBBS

v BOAR.1F·1ANis a point in issue,where he felt that the rule might

be depatted from in many cases, unless there was a real sensible

possibility of conflict. Otherwise, its relaxation is pessimisticalJy

not foreseeable in the near future. If the rule was made less

strict, then a director who had acted in good faith and thereby

not occassioning any loss to the company would escape liability,

and that seems to me to be a better position.
(ii)CONTRACTS WITH 'liRE COlvIPANY.

The common law rule. is that all contracts made between a

company and one of its directors is voidable at the instance of the

company.The question of the fairness of the contract is irrelevant.

The rationale for this strictness is that the company has the right

to undivided loyalty from the directors and the opinion of each one

of them.
It may be observed that even if an interested director does

not vote at a meetin~ where the contract is discussed it gues withouj

saying that those other directors who could have ties of friendship

with the interested director would vote in his favour. fhis would

defeat the purpose of the rule.

(iii) STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS
•

The Companies Act provides that:

"it shall be the duty of a director of a company •••
interested in a contract or proposed contract with the
company to declare the nature of his interest at a meeting
of the directors of the company. 1113

Where it is a proposed contract, declaration ought to be made when

the issue first comes before the board.14 ·S. 200 ss.3, relaxes the

rule because ,
"a general 1 notice given to the board of directors by a
director to the effect that he is a member of a specified
compandy" with whioh. they cOJ;;ltem~lateda contract "shall bedeeme to be sufflclent notlce.
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Under this section, a direct or an indirect possibility of a conflict

ought to be disclosed at the earliest possible moment.Failure by

a director to disclose renders him liable to a fine not exceeding

2,000/-.

If a company's articles take the form of Table A, then

under article 84 clause 2,a director interested in a contract
is prohibited ~rom voting at the meeting of the Board at which
the contract will be discussed,but as we have indicated elsewhere,

this is a provision that is likely to be evaded easily.
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CHAPTER FOUR

(i) BREACH & LIABILITY.

An assertion that ought to have gained notoriety by now is

that a company can only act through natural persons. Companies enter

into contracts in the ordinary way through the agency of :".theirdirectors.

The rules that pertain to principal a~d agent likewise pertain to them,

for so long as they act on behalf of the company.They are therefor~ not

personally liable for contracts purporting to bind a company.The rule

has been stated thus:

"Whenever an agent is liable, those directors' -:'.would be
liable ;where the liability would attach to the principal
and the principal only,the liability is the liability of
the company. 111

Like an agent,a director will be personally liable if he fails to
disclose that he acts on behalf of his principal the companU,or if he

enters into a contract,discloses that he acts on behalf of the company

but does not have authority. If he does the latter,then he will be

liable for all the damages necessarily ocassioned to the other party

as a result of reliance on the contract and the implied warranty of

authority.If from all the material facts it seems that the person or

persons with whom the directors entered into contract ought to have

known of the lack of authority, then no action can be maintained

against the directors. The measure of damages in an action for the

breach of warranty of authority is the actual loss sustained either

as a natural and probable consequence of reliance on the

contract,or such as both parties ought to have reasonably expected

to be the probable consequence of the breach of warranty.The case of

ELLIOT v BAX IRONSIDE2 ,illustrates the working of the rule.

If a direCtor ought to have suspected an officer of the company

of fraud, his failure to investigate into it may amount to connivance

in the fraud and dishonesty ,,:illbe imputed to him. He is further
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liable if, because of some fact he ought to have known but did not,

loss. is occassioned to the company.This is because the trust analogy

is again stretched so as to cover such situations, but a director is not

under duty to read all the documents of the company. It therefore
follows that if he did not mow of the fact that occaesf.onei loss,

constructive notice will not be imputed to him, and the fraud of his

co-directors when he did not mow of such a fact does not affect him,

as no man is bound to presume a fraud. However , if a director knows of

a breach of a co-director, he must take active steps to protect the

company's interests.

Other aspects of breaches have been touched at in various parts

of this paper,and ve deem it urmecessary to repeat them at this stage.

All that may be said is that the breaches and liabilities that will

attach to a director are similar to those that would attach to agents

and trustees.It has been indicated when a director may be a 'trustee'

and when he may be an 'agent',
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CON C L U S ION.

This paper has attempted to touch on the duties of a director of

a company,but even after going through it,one is certainly left
dissatisfied by a number of things. One can not say that one knows
even who a director of a company is.Naurer H.1 says that a director

is just any man called so,and vie do not feel equal to attempting a
better or even a more appropriate definition. The companies Act
has failed to clearly define a director,and we feel that an

attempt should be made to amend S. 2 so that speculation among
~"'"scholars as to who a director is might stop among sOholQrs.The Act

should have made an attempt also to give some guide as to the duties
of a director, the excuse given for that is that:

"Hitherto ,most Acts based on the English model have not
attempted a codification of these duties,and •••their
ambit has to be culled from a mass of judge-made law"?

but it is ffilbmittedthat this is not a sufficient excuse for not
amending our laws to suit our needs.

Our country has its own needs and needs some positive steps

to ensure that the workers of this country are protected from any

frustrations.I"lost of the provisions of the companies Act are
tau..

essentially from the English Act and do no~ into considerationt
our: ,,,~_'_ country's needs.If for instance we took the common

law duties strictly,there is a possibility that the Africanisation

policy of the government would be frustrated because as indicated)

we lack managerial talent.
The minimum age of appointment as provided for in the Act

is also behind times. The statute imposes the age of twenty one,and

that age limit is obsolete. and should be changed so that it
may be in conformity with at least tha Age of f1ajority Act.

The last point I feel compelled to touch on is the number

of multiple directorships that is every day escalating in this
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country .Understandably,this is one of the facets of the so called

free-enterprise,or what socialists would call freedom to exploit.

A few examples will illustrate.

Trade Winds Limited was incorporated on 24th August 1974.A

lIr.Eliud Ndirangu. who at that time had 12 other directorship
J

Newark Limited was incorporated sometime in 1974.The company has

2 directors and one of them has 28 other directorships. Even more

significant is the fact at Karuna Business Agencies Limited,a

Private Company has a managing director,one Udi Mareka Gecaga,

who had at that time, a total of 49 other directorships. He had

43 directorships in Kenya,3 in Tanzania,2 in Uganda and 1

in the United Kingdom.That was in 1971 and we may feasonably
assume that by now those directorships have been increased.Escapists

from reality have a~own neither concern nor have they found it
necessary to come up with any honest explanation as to why this

should be so,feeling that:
liThemere total number of directorships should not be given
undue si~ificance."3

But this is a reflection of the economic beliefs we cherish.It

is not in conformity wi th the promises of Session paper No. 10

(1965),and it defeats the equality promised in our constitution. The

equali ty so promised becomes meaningless because there possibly
can not be equality among Kenyan peoples if economic equality is

lacking,and also if others are not given a chance to attain "That

others in higher economic brackets have.
From the Companies Registry,it is evident that most of the

most promising businesses are controlled,not by Africans,but by

foreigners,thus rendering the Africanisation policy nearly a mockery.4

steps ought to be taken at government levels to ensure the realisation
of some of these pre-independence beliefs.

We conclude by asserting that the present role of directors

in our count~Jis nothing but a perpetration of a capitalist and
a neo-colonial economy.
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